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1 - In India, pressing your   .................. together with a slight bow is a common tradition when greeting
people.

rugs quinces palms tiles

2 - The young boys depend heavily on their mother’s  .................. to pay for college.

income instance retirement movement 

3 - We're not sure if we'll have the picnic. It  .................. on the weather.

decides builds depends bases 

4 - The pottery was  .................. neatly in boxes and then transported to the US.

woven packed reflected identified 

5 - There were three  .................. in the big box: a wall clock, a pen, and an old key.

objects topics factors tiles

6 - George went to his crying daughter, picked her up and  .................. her kindly.

hugged amazed greeted bowed 

7 - They share a  .................. interest in such traditional crafts as pottery and basket-weaving.

different certain common various

8 - The Louvre Museum has an excellent collection of ancient  .................. from such countries as Egypt
and Iran.

artifacts souvenirs experiments experiences  

9 - The new product is available in various color  .................. to suit all tastes.

achievements agreements proportions combinations

10 - The teacher didn’t  .................. his explanation as to why he didn’t attend school.

achieve accept satisfy expect

11 - It's always best to choose the subject that  .................. you, not the one your parents want you to do.

interests dislikes measures respects

12 - The bank didn’t accept to lend him the money. The underlined word ‘lend’ is the antonym of 
.................. .

borrow prepare identify discount
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13 - The word ‘artifact’ usually  .................. a simple object such as a pot that was made by people in the
past.

refers to shares with    attempts to checks in

14 - The carpet was specially  .................. by Iranian craftswomen to be sent to the holy shrine of Imam
Hussein.

caught sought woven taken

15 - It’s sad that the  .................. of sending birthday cards which began in the 19th century is dying out.

artifact identity condition custom

16 - The region has a healthy  .................. based on services and tourism.

economy identity charity poetry

17 - They’ve promised to introduce a plan to help families with low  .................. .

elements charities incomes pleasures 

18 - Unfortunately, six people were killed in the accident,  .................. a policeman.

containing including specializing satisfying 

19 - I’m totally  .................. the artwork I just bought. It is decorated the way I ordered.

angry with    satisfied with    worried about sorry about

20 - Honestly, I was  .................. to death the whole time he was talking about things I didn’t care about.

frightened bored amazed shocked

21 - I’m totally  .................. by this chemistry problem. Could you explain that again?

amused amusing confusing confused

22 - They looked   .................. to see Tom standing by the front door. They thought he was on a trip
abroad.

fluent certain surprised frightened 

23 - I told her I liked the restaurant but the  .................. is that the food was pretty bad.

pleasure thought truth factor

24 - Jane is so hard-working. She's  .................. a lot in the short time she's been with the company.

prepared suggested achieved discussed

25 - Are you certain you didn't leave your keys at home? The underlined word ‘certain’ is the synonym
of  .................. .

worried afraid sad sure
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26 - I was deeply shocked to learn of his  .................. . He was a close friend of my son’s.

hike death sign notice

27 - We were  .................. to discover that no one was hurt in that accident.

shocked amazed frightened ashamed

28 - David successfully escaped alive from the fire, but many others were not so  .................. .

frightened impatient fortunate respectful

29 - Choose the odd word out.

take part go catch attend

30 - They need to employ some young engineers with .................. thinking to make the terrible condition
better.

artistic fortunate creative cheerful

31 - We had some unsolvable problems in the process of .................. the data for the research.

protecting appreciating creating collecting

32 - We haven't always been close, but I know I can always .................. him for help when I really need it.

look for depend on concentrate on search for

33 - They  ..................  low-quality cars and export them to the neighboring countries

attempt reflect introduce produce

34 - The amount of attention which will be paid to you  .................. the quality of the work you do and the
teamwork skills you have.

depends on gets around turns off wakes up

35 - Many of people try to help their    ..................  life by participating in a number of activities, which
includes camping with friends and family members.

worried bored social proud

36 - We have a rich and great culture in Iran. As members of this society, we have to    ..................   our
culture and do our best to introduce it to other people all over the world.

depend appreciate produce converse

37 - My father always says that if people are not .................. with the life they're living, they should do 
something to improve the situation.

satisfied  probable  sociable specific
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38 -  .................. , I have no idea where I would like to vacation this summer.

I am honest Be honest To be honest Honest I am

39 - He made a brave  ..................  at breaking the world record, and fortunately he was very successful
in it. He received a gold medal.

attempt  relation  power  feeling 

40 - The book is a/an ..................  story of a wife who sacrificed her own life to save her family.

touching endangered essential uncertain
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